
 
 

How to Insert EA and Script 

 

Through the expert store market on line, as you will see, you need to register and provide your data to have 

your own user profile; Released the necessary data and read all the terms of use, you can buy products via 

online or wire transfer payments. 

The trading system will then be made available in your reserved area YOUR PROFILE / MY PRODUCTS FOR 

THE DOWNLOAD. 

How can I load them on my Metatrader? 

Trading systems are available for download in format .ex so you can put on your MT4 following this address 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Ava MetaTrader\MQL4 

You can have access to MQL4 folder directly from your terminal, 

In this way 

 



 
 

 

After a click on Open Data Folder, you will find all the folder of your MT4 

 



 
 

 

In MQL4 Experts folder you can put EA, in MQL4 Script folder you can put Script 

Once you've saved the trading system or scripts, by opening the 'navigator' menu you will find them after 

having done a refresh 

.The trading system will also be displayed within the tester strategy on your platform. 

 

Once a Trading System is loaded in the correct address, we recommend putting it in the tester strategy 

And try its effectiveness on historical data by setting different input values. 



 
 
We recall that a good backtest starts with a 90% model quality. Here where to find all data from your 

broker 

 

At this point, we choose the tool from which to download the updated data for each time frame from the 

broker server to the hard disk of our computer on which we have installed our trading platform. 



 
 

 

Once you've done the back test and optimized, before you go on a real account, the tip is to test the trading 

system in a virtual money environment with the broker demo, where prices are updated in real time. 

FUNCTIONING OF A TRADING SYSTEM IN REAL ENVIRONMENT 

It is appropriate and indispensable to remember that an expert advisor loaded on your computer 

In the special folder, it works only and only when the Meta Trader platform it's on. 

To activate the operation of a Trading System on your Meta Trader (once Copied to the correct path in the 

Expert folder) go to the platform menu 

TOOLS / OPTION / EXPERT ADVISORS and make sure you have flagged at least: 

• Allow automated trading 

• Allow DLL imports 



 
 

 

To start the trading system I will have to drag it on the chart of a chosen instrument to  trade. 

Dragging on the chart will come out a template with 3 labels, ABOUT with the main information about the 

EA, COMMON (containing the Parameters that we have already set in the settings of experienced advisors 

earlier and that We can change it further) 

 

The INPUTS label allows me to modify the parameters and the variables left out yo the Trading System 



 
 

 

Once the Trading System has been loaded with all the selected parameters selected, the chart will be in 

Top right Trading System name loaded and smiling smiley. 

 

 

If you want to disable the trading system, right-click on the chart where the trading system is present and 

we follow the path indicated: 



 
 

 

We  remember that in the "TERMINAL" menu of your platform you can check out in the "Journal" and 

"EXPERTS " all the details and processes. 


